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E-Lok Adalats is one of the major achievements of the legal services authorities of our country 

because it’s a type of begnning of a new era in our country’s judicial system as our judicial 

infrastructure have thousands of courts across the country to dispense justice to the 

litigants,since last year from mid march when the situation of pandemic have caused a situation 

of great turbulance across all over the country and resulted in a situation of lockdown in 

india,lockdown which was imposed last year due to the situation of pandemic caused a major 

hinderance in the working of several government as well as private sectors as a result the online 

services become one of the primary concern for all of us amid in rising cases of covid 19.1 

In India where already lakhs of cases were pending in the courts, but still from the year 2017 

to 2018 their was a massive jump in disposal rate of cases by the Supreme Court and in 2020 

when their was a good going by the courts in disposal of cases the situation from mid march 

had caused a great concern for the courts in country that how to provide justice to the litigants 

in this situation of pandemic when its almost difficult for all of us to work in such a situation 

amid rising cases of covid 19,so a step was taken to have a hearing of only the urgent matters 

of cases in this situation via vedio conferencing ,in courts where judges have to sit with a bulk 

of files are now sitting with their laptops and dispensing justice ,this resulted soon in a courts 

to dispense justice through online services . This set up a good example for courts to adapt itself 

from new normal procedure towards the digital platform and not only adjudicate the urgent 

matters but other types of matters as well.2 

On the other hand if we see the judicial setup of Lok Adalats along with other Alternative 

Disputes Resolution mechanism in our country it stands on an equal footing just like other 

courts ,no such technological set up was their for lok adalats  because the lok adalats were 

specially set up to provide speedy justice through Lok Adalats camps or through mobile lok 

 
1Economic Times government. 
2 Ibid. 
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adalats which was organised by the District Legal Services Authority at State Levels and also 

organised at National Level also by the National Legal Services Authorities along with the High 

Court Legal Services Committes which helps in the supervision at districts levels for the cases 

which are in a state of amicable settlement in nature , for every branch of judicial setup rather 

it may be a courts of ordinary nature or it may be a courts of Alternative Resolution Mechanism 

which provide speedy justice were going through the same problem that how to adjudicate the 

pending cases and dispense justice to the society at large in an outbreak of a situation like 

pandemic when several number of people were suffering through distress and dipression it will 

be a great help to provide justice to the society at large in such a situation which will provide 

justice in a cost effective manner for both the sides whether it be a court or the litigants because 

the courts are saved from organising expenditure and the litigants are saved from expences to 

travel from one place to other to attend Lok Adalats proceedings ,another important aspect 

which E-Lok Adalats provide us is that it saves both the courts presiding judges,learned counsel 

and social workers as well as the litigants from this deadly virus which had become a cause of 

death for large number of masses in our country. A proverb well said by the Plato many years 

ago I thought it is also a true statement in now a days as well that “Necessity is the mother of 

invention”by only reading one can easily get it and the same thing happens in our judicial 

administration also in now a days that before the pandemic when all the cases are heard 

physically in courts compound and only in few important cases only were heard via vedio 

conferencing ,in now a days only so this is another a major achievement of our Hon’ble judges 

and learned counsel who not only organise E – Courts for urgent matters but also it can be 

organised for Lok Adalats also in this harsh times when the piling up of cases had caused a 

great  turbulance in the judicial administration to organise courts in a physical manner and in a 

day today manner due to an outbreak of this pandemic across the country.3 

In todays time E- Lok Adalats and E- Courts have become a necessity to dispense justice 

throughout the country in an outbreak of pandemic ,considering the worst effects of the 

situation of pandemic which had resulted a hault in the judicial set up of our country resulted 

in an introduction of a first E-Lok Adalat  courts in the country, behind this the working brain 

was Hon’ble Justice Mishra who received a guidance from the chairman of the National Legal 

Services Authority Justice N.V.Ramana then the proposal was put before the Hon’ble Justice 

P.R.Ramchandra Menon who with this idea and with the cooperation from the High Courts 

computer committee and along with other judges as well with all the Hon’ble District Judges 

 
3 Ibid. 
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cooperated to make the continuous efforts to organise a first E-Lok Adalat  in Chattisgarh at 

Bilaspur on Saturday 11th july,2020 under the chairmanship of Hon’ble Justice 

P.R.Ramchandra Menon Chief Justice Chhattisgarh High Court  in which over three thousand 

cases was heard in more than 200 benches of various districts of the state including High Court 

ensuring to dispose of the cases which are urgent in nature through vedio conferencing and via 

virtual hearing,although cases relating to accidents claims,bouncing of cheques and family 

related disputes are usually settled by the lok adalats courts but as I have already said that due 

to an outbreak of pandemic this E-Lok Adalats are one and the only source to dispense justice 

in such a harsh time,around 3,135 cases were identified for compromise out of which 2270 

cases were settled in a single day through vedio conferencing,this was possible only because 

the Government has ensured to make available a sufficient amount of internet data was made 

available by the state legal services authority to ensure smooth functioning of E-Lok Adalats.4 

The first E-Lok Adalat held in Chattisgarh which set up a bench mark for other state legal 

services authorities of our country to setup E-Lok Adalats to ensure speedy justice and free 

legal aid at litigants door step , its mechanism was setup in a simpler way so that a person who 

is even little bit familiar with the technology can easily get to registered at the District Legal 

Services authorities website and within a second a website link will be provided to the litigant 

along with it a date and time to join the link  will also be mentioned with that which connects 

directly through vedio conferencing to the E-Lok Adalats presiding members of the benches 

and if the litigants found any problem in connecting through the link to connect then a litigants 

can also connect through whats app vedio call with the benches and to their concerned 

advocates without any problem because every second person is using whats app in now a days. 

Inspiring from the chattisgarh state other states have also taken an initiative to organise e-lok 

adalats through state legal services authorities in their respective states . In chattisgarh from 

Bastar to Raipur e-lok adalats were organised and in Raipur 515 cases out of 848 was settled,in 

durg 293 cases out of 300 was settled by these e–lok adalats,Uttrakhand state legal services 

also held its first E-Lok Adalat in 13 districts of uttrakhand under the guidence of Hon’ble 

Justice Ravi Malimath who is also an acting Chief Justice,High Court of Uttarakhand as well 

as the Executive chairman who taken an initiative to organise E-lok adalats in an outbreak of 

covid 19 for the litigants who are eagerly waiting to get justice through lok adalats courts in 

total 5067 cases of Bank money recovery,family disputes,marriage related matters,maintenance 

matters and criminal compoundable cases were taken up out of which only 1,787 were settled 

 
4www.pib.gov.in. 
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including the matters relating to pre-litigation stage also like this only 15 states had organised 

27 e lok adalats in their respective districts in which 2.51 lakh out of 4.83 lakh cases were 

settled between the respective parties ,settlement of rupees 1409 crore was done by this ne 

online platform and then after the succesful implementation of e-lok adalats in the month of 

november end around cost ofrupees 107.04 crore matter was settled down by these e-lok adalats 

because the cases of covid 19 was continuously rising at last year.5 

 According to Ministry of Law and Justice around 27 e-lok adalats was organised in 15 states 

which settled down 2.51 lakh cases out of 4.83 lakh  from June to October in 2020 this resulted 

in settlement of Rupees 1,409 crore .In the wake of coronavirus outbreak in our country when 

there was a situation of financial crises in our country many large multinational  firms and 

associations are switching towards work from home for keeping in view the health and safety 

of staff members and many firms of less capital assets corporations have started a practice of 

lay off in their firms because of no gain which  caused a problem for all of us. In such a time 

when each and every person is running out of his savings which a person have made for 

uncertain time and today the situation of our country due to covid 19 out break have made all 

of us to use our finanacial resources very carefully and preciesly and in this time when a person 

is struggling to survive in this harsh period an online platform of e-lok adalats were one and 

the only way to serve the large masses who want speedy disposal of their cases with the consent 

of both the parties or the matters which are at Pre-Litigative stage ,it will not only provide 

speedy justice to the litigants but will also prevent the conditions of piling of cases  due to 

unprecedented situation arised due to pandemic in today’s time6 . The Online platform of lok 

adalats courts had received a good response from the litigants not only one or two hundered 

people have participated in this platform of e-lok adalats but thousands and lakhs of cases were 

disposed of in a very easy manner without even risking any litigants or of any presiding officers 

life ,both the aims were achieved by these e-lok adalats one was the dispensation of justice to 

the litigants and the other was no risk of life was their in this pandemic situation this had only 

been possible due to the technology ,our Hon’ble Judges,learned Counsel,Social 

workers,Computer Section Staff members of various High Courts,District Legal Services 

Authorities of several states and the litigants ,staffmembers and other presiding judges 

mentioned above who worked continuously to utilise this time and the litigants who participated 

regularly to make the e-lok adalats programme successful in this pandemic period through the 

 
5 Ibid. 
6 www.thehindu.com. 
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support and cooperation by every one at their level changed a trend of judicial administration 

of our country and makes us all technological friendly along with it prepared  us all to face a 

problem like this which we all are facing in today’s time.In such a situation also as the virus 

which spread due to coming into the contact of a positive person the E-lok adalats is one and 

the only way to reduce the burden of cases as well as in making the lok adalats proceeding more 

cost efficient and reducing the paper work as well up to a great extent In today’s era when many 

of the poor persons have lost there jobs ,migrant workers returning back to their homes due to 

insufficiency of fund and work  arised the need to dispose or settle the matter if it can be 

disposed of through various mechanisms of alternative dispute mechanisms ,e-lok adalats 

which is also one of the branch of the alternative dispute mechanism helps as well as becoming 

the first choice of the litigants who are economically weaker or who are falling in the lower 

middle class of our country want to get saved from the time consuming and costly procedure 

of ordinary courts can approach these courts through online registration and get their disputes 

settled because in todays time of pandemic there are two ways whether to opt for the ordinary 

court procedure and bear the burden of counsels fees and court fees upto an unexpected time 

period or to choose the way of lok adalats which settle the disputes at pre litigative stage or 

through the mutual consent of the parties then and their and makes a both the parties free from 

the procedure of ordinary courts which are expensive as well as time consuming choosing the 

option of lok adalats is benefit now a days specially in current period of pandemic when the 

cost of living are rising day by day for everyone so it’s a great opportunity for all of us that the 

cases in which the settlement can be done are to be referred to e-lok adalats and get the disputes 

settled without going anywhere on an online platform through e-lok adalats , in this period these 

lok adalats were proved to be very much effective to dispense justice in a less time and in a 

speedy manner and saving the amount not only of the states which was to be spent on the 

organisational expenditure of Lok Adalats but also of the litigants because now the lok adalats 

have become a platform for dispensing justice at the litigants door steps.7 

E-Lok Adalats have becoming popular online platform in today’s era in which the technology 

is used to its maximum advantages ,which helps the parties to settle their disputes supervised 

by the judges,learned counsel and social workers to reach a point of settlement and saving the 

parties from the rigours of trial .E lok Adalats are very much cost effective and cost efficient 

 
7 Ibid. 
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for the litigants as they are saved from the travelling expenses,saving time and long pending 

litigations between the parties at last both the parties are at benefit. 

In a developing country like India where an online services are always taken as the secondary 

alternative to do any kind of work and the offline ways are considered as the primary concern 

,the reason behind this problem is that a large number of masses in india are not acquainted 

with the technological environment and technology which is day by day gets enhanced so it 

become a very difficult for a large number of masses especially who are economically weaker 

or belongs to one or the other backward classes of our society to cope up with the changing 

nature of technology ,along with its changing nature its cost is also very much high whether it 

be a smart phone or a laptop or a desktop day by day there prices are increasing so for the class 

of people who are economically weaker or are belonging to one or the other kind of backward 

class it becomes very difficult for them to avail it ,people belonging to these classes are busy 

in earning hard earned income through daily wages or working in a small scale industries  which 

will help to fulfill there daily essential needs and not more than that our government have made 

several policies and programmes along with rashan cards to get the wheat and grains on low 

prices as compared to the market value but as we all know that our government have taken an 

initiatives for providing only basic essential things of daily life and these technological 

equipments,smartphones do not comes under the category of basic requirements so as to say 

that E-Aok Adalats were fulfilling there objectives in a much affective way as it was fulfilling 

before the pandemic when the lok adalats were organised in a camps is not much possible 

because many of the people belonging to economically weaker sections of socity and other 

backward classes are not having much means to afford these technological gadgets and then 

also if some how they managed to bought these technological gadgets but again the problem 

which will arises  is to have a good net package or wifi connections at their home to get access 

to E-Lok Adalats or E-Courts8 , in many of the places in india cyber café were also not available 

in areas and where these cyber café exists are not managed properly or are getting  closed due 

to not amount the reason behinds its closure was that in our country online services are always 

considered as the secondary source and the offline is the primary ,in certain remote areas of our 

country internet speed are very week or no connections are theirs in some of the places in our 

country so in such types of places the connection facility must be made available and along 

with it the technological gadgets are to be made available at less cost which every one can 

afford to buy or the government authorised cyber cafes are to be made in village areas where 

 
8 Ibid. 
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the people are not able to bought these technological gadgets so that the village people can 

easily surf the internet facility and get access to justice without any issues because in country 

like india it is very difficult to made available these technological gadgets at cheap rates so it 

is best to open the government authorised cyber cafes in villages where the people can become 

techno friendly and can easily access to justice without travelling from one place to another , 

smart phones are to be made available at cheap rates to the economically weaker section of 

society and to the backward classes if the other technological gadgets or cyber cafes are not to 

be organised by the governments because in todays era of pandemic when the rising cases of 

covid 19 is making us all worry so E-Lok Adalats courts is one and the only way to settle 

disputes in this period and that can only be possible when each and every one of us have the 

means to access the technology and that can only be possible  when there are smart phones to 

be made available at cheap rates ,the internet net packs are to be made available by these 

telecom companies at low cost only to those who belongs to the economically weaker section 

of the society and to others who are above the poverty line no such benefit to be provided it is 

only to be made for the people who are backward or are below the poverty line then only we 

can make the successful implementation of E-Lok Adalats  and to the reach of each one of us 

because awareness campaigns are the last part of every process as first we have to make an 

outline for our goals and then the policy of implementation of those goals by working on the 

outline and achiving then next comes the awareness campaigns to be organised for making the 

poor people aware of the facilities provided for access to justice by our judicial system.9 

In 2017 also a service was started by the Ministry of Law known as Tele- Law (main streaming 

legal aid through common service centres) this service was a great initiative by our ministry of 

law and justice as it provides a facility to avail a legal advice from a panel of lawyers through 

acessing the common service centers in which any person entitled under section 12 of Legal 

Services Authority Act,1987 can avail free legal advice from a panel of lawyers through vedio 

conferencing or by telephone service ,other persons can also avail this service by paying Rs.30 

per consultation,its webportal comes in 22 languages which makes easy for persons belonging 

to different regions and places to avail this services without any language bar.In current period 

around 29860 common service centers are operating in 28 states of India.10 

 
9 Ibid. 
10 www.nalsa.gov.in(visited on 20th Aprial,2021). 
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A good initiative of Tele Law programmee was started by the ministry of law and justice and 

it yields a fruitful result for every one who want to avail legal services in our country,but in the 

wake of pandemic and a situation of turbulance caused since last year as a result lockdown was 

imposed in our country due to the rise in the cases of covid 19 which causes continuous fear 

and a tension among all of us,everyday there are new guidelines and SOPs are given by the 

government so in such a situation when people are trying to get rid from common places like 

parks,playgrounds working in offices are carried on with 50% staff along with it the pandemic  

has also made an effect on the workings of Tele Law programmes because it works through its 

common service centres which are common for everyone’s use and are not yielding an expected 

result as it was giving before the pandemic ,so if the facility of smartphones are made available 

at cheaper rates or are made avilable through making a monetary contribution by the 

government  in paying the cost of smartphones then not only each one of the people belonging 

to economically weaker sections or from bacward classes can definitly access to justice by 

downloading the nayay bandhu app ,further it will also reduces the cost of government 

expenditure on establishing common service centers around the several states and will also 

reduce the cost of government in recruiting the staff for operating the common service centres 

services. 

In the face of unprecedented situation created by the pandemic,the Legal Services Authorities 

are constantly working in this pandemic situation for providing access to justice at litigants 

door step through E-Lok Adalats but if the internet facilities are made available at much cheaper 

rates, smartphones facilities , establishing the better network stations in the remote areas of the 

villages then this online platform of E-Lok Adalats will be accessible easily and yields best 

result,this platform of E-Lok Adalats is embracing a new ways for the betterment of the society 

because in pandemic period when only hearing of urgent matters are heard  through the online 

platform , our Legal Services Authorities are leveraging the technology in dispensing justice 

not only in urgent cases but also holding E-Lok Adalats in an online platform which has yielded 

a good result in which from aprial to june,2020 around 15,555 programs were held through 

webinars for panel lawyers for their capacity building and making them more efficient and 

effective for handling different problems,827 legal awareness programs through webinars were 

held for the targeted population,170 legal awareness programmes  were held through Radio and 

Television,through National as well as State Legal aid helpline numbers 6,26,275 people were 

provided legal information and advice,16,646 arrested persons were providedlegal assistance 

at the remand stage in which 6812 cases of bail applications were filed and from which 4601 
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bail application were granted bail,in appeal filing also 495 convicts were provided legal 

assistance, In the cases of domestic violence also legal assistance and advice to 3,443 women 

were provided through online platform.Legal Services Authorities with the assistance and aid 

of different NGOs were reaching out to people to meet their legal needswhich have cropped up 

during pandemic.11 

In 2021 also when the second wave of this pandemic has  started to begin from the mid of 

march and again started to affect the day to day proceedings of the several courts in India in 

many states again lockdown has been imposed ,making of contentment zones in places from 

where most number of cases are comming ,due to this unprecendented situation of covid 19 in 

many states of our country day to day proceeding are hampered and only urgent cases are being 

heard so to provide legal services in this pandemic when both the things we have to keep in 

priority i.e. providing justice and protecting people from this second wave of deadly virus ,it is 

only possible through commensing  E-Lok Adalats and E-Courts at a large scale ,setting up 

internet facilities and technological gadgets in the remote areas at cheap rates so that the 

economically weaker section of the society and people belonging to backward classes can easily 

connect via Vedio Conferencing from any where across the country,which is only possible 

when these technological gadgets and internet services are available at low cost to economically 

weaker sections of our society ,when this outbreak of pandemic was held at last year very few 

measures were there for organising the courts in online platform but in mid of the last year our 

Legal Services Authorities had performed continuous efforts and achieved a succes in 

organising E-Lok Adalats along with several other online services to dispense justice at litigants 

door step in this second wave of pandemic which once again had arised the same situation 

which was arised in last year , so E-Lok Adalats and online services is one and the only way to 

continue the disposal of cases as well as preventing the lower courts from the rising in burden 

of cases day by day along with it the need in current time is to connect the poor people as much 

as the government so that this pandemic do not hamper the proceedings of our courts and at the 

same time without risking anyones life the process of dispensation of justice is carried on.12 

 

 
11 Ibid. 
12 www.Timesofindia.com(Visited on 20th march,2021). 
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